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HANDLING OF ADAPTED AND COMPOUND WORDS IN THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

'

SCHEME OF MECHANICAL TRANSLATION*

This report is an extension to 1/. It is assumed that the

reader is familiar with l/ and in particular with the terminology used

therein

.

The linguistic information given herein is based principally

on 2/, 3/, and k/

.

* This work was sponsored by the Department of the Army, Office of Ordnance

Research and the Office of the Chief Signal Officer, Research and Development

Division.
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PART I . DEFINITIONS

A. Compound Words

.

By the term "compound vord" we shall denote a word consisting of

several Slavic stems, or a hybrid formed by an association of Slavic and

non-Slavic elements. The following elements may be found in virtually any

combination within a compound word.

a. Slavic root.

b. Slavic prefix.

c. Slavic suffix.

d. Non-Slavic root.

e. Non-Slavic prefix.

f. Non-Slavic suffix.

A compound word combines a base element, usually with an in-

flectional ending, and one or more attributive elements attached to it in

one of the following ways

:
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a. The original inflectional ending (if any) is replaced by

the linking vowel o .

For example:

CBETJMt + CEPLM becomes CBETJIOCEPLlft

light gray light -gray

Some examples of common attributive elements, thus modified

are:

EJIArO 3AK0H0 HOBO pyKO

BEPETEHO 3BE3A0 OAHO CAMO

B3AHMH0 HrJIO I1EPB0 CEAAO

BHAO KOHEHHO nojiHO CJ10B0

BLXOKO KOGO F1P0THB0 GOGPEAO

A0J1T0 KPATKO IIPHMO yMO

,

APOEHO KPHBO PABHO IEA0

ECTECTBO MHOFO PA3H0 1UAP0

b. The original inflectional ending (if any) of the

attributive element is replaced by the linking vowel e

For example: 3mm + TPHCTH becomes 3EMAETPHCEHHE

earth to shake earthquake *

• Some examples of attributive elements , formed in this

manner are:

' BLUE OHE

HHSE GBEEE

0E11E CBOE

UEJE



'
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c. An attributive element is separated from the base element

by a hyphen. Such a compound word is often formed by replacing the

inflectional ending of the attributive element by a linking vowel followed

by a hyphen or dash.

The following combinations may occur:

1) Attributive element Slavic, base element Slavic.

ioro - BOCTOK
BOni/TO -

2) Attributive element Slavic, base element non-Slavic.

ilPOBHO — JM1LEMHAH

3) Attributive element non-Slavic, base element Slavic.

HHTOHAIiMOHHO - CMMCJIOBOM

4) Attributive element non-Slavic, base element non-Slavic.

4OPMAJIBH0 - JIOrhhECMh
JfEHTPAJIbHO - CMMETPHHHBJM
HdEMHO - nPHHUHIlKAJlLHLJM

5 ) Particles, adverbs, and prepositions serving as

attributive elements

.

KAKME - JIHBO

KOE - KyflA

M3 - 3A

6 ) At least one element is a proper name.

PMMAH — KOlliM

d. An attributive element is in the genitive case.

For example:

ABYX f JETHMM becomes AByXJIETHMM

two yearly two-yearly.





These attributive elements are usually numerals,, such as;

am TPEX

I1HTH 4ETHPEX
lltECTM

e. Compound words may consist of complete words without any

linking elements

:

CBEPXKPMTM4ECKHH

MEMyHAPOdHLQi

f . Compound words may be formed by nOJI and HOJiy

1) A hyphen is added --

a) Before a capital letter

riOJl - MOCKBH

b) Before a vowel

noji - 03epa rioJi - yjiMiibi

c) Before an ji

noji - JIHCTA

2) A hyphen is not used in such combinations as:

nOiklEHb nOJKOMHATU

nOJITOZLA IlOJITETPAAM

3) A hyphen is not used in compounds formed with nOJiy„

nojwmm ncwKpyr

nojiyc^EPA



\
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g. Hybrids can occur in the following forms:

1) Non-Slavic element, Slavic root.

ABT03AB0ZI KUlbCTEriEHHHH
arponoman b ushtpoctpemhteji bhuh
AHTHHAPQaHLM

2) Slavic element, non-Slavic root

BUGOKOTEisfepATYPHljH

CPMHEKBA/1PATJP1HUH

The stems of certain compound words will become entries in the

Glossary due to the device of representing .several exceedingly common

attributive elements as pseudo-prefixes. (See Appendix II, List of

Pseudo-Prefixes

)

Examples of such stems are:

BJIArOZUP

MHOrOUlEH

ITEPBOEUTH

CHEPXlIPOBQfl
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B. Adapted Words

Certain words in the Russian language are termed "International

Words" hy Russian linguists. Others call them "Adapted Words" or

"Non-Slavic Words". The term "Adapted Words" will he used hereafter.

These words are usually of Greek or Latin derivation and are used in

scientific literature throughout the world. Usually a suffix is added

to the root so the word may he inflected. Sometimes the root is pre-

fixed hy a purely Slavic element. As a rule the roots of these

"adapted" words may he transliterated without any loss of meaning. The

occurrence of such words is frequently signalled hy the appearance of

certain characteristic affixes, as well as the single letters 3 or $

—

initially or medially--or of A initially. (See Appendix IV*

)
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PART II. GLOSSARY LOOK-UP

In our current, preliminary scheme, glossary look-up for true

Cyrillic words will "be performed in the following steps:

A. The complete source word is compared against certain Special

Word Lists. Each portion of a hyphenated word is treated as a separate

word during the glossary look up only. If a match is not found the

routine continues

.

B. The reflexive ending, Cfc or Cfl (if any) is removed and stored

in a specific location for the source word.

C. The inflectional pseudo-ending (if any) is removed and stored

as in B. (See Appendix I, List of Ps eudo-Endings )

.

D. Each pseudo-prefix possessed by the source word is replaced by

a single character. (See Appendix II, List of Ps eudo-Prefixes

)

E. The remaining characters, if any (see Note l), are treated as

follows: The machine compares a successively diminished number of

characters from left to right with the entries in the list of pseudo-roots,

internally stored. If a match is found the routine goes to the next step.

If a match is not found, the routine considers first that a match has been

made with the null pseudo root. Since some pseudo-roots are the same

as certain pseudo-suffixes, a stem with an apparent pseudo-root may

actually turn out to have a null root; a special subroutine will resolve

these cases.

Note 1. If a source stem is composed only of pseudo-affixes, the word is

considered to possess a null pseudo-root. An example of such a stem is

BO-IIPO-Co



\
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F. The remaining characters are now compared against a List of

Pseudo-Suffixes . If the search is successful all characters will be

exhausted. Each pseudo-suffix is replaced by a single character and the

pseudo-root, including the null root, is replaced by an address referring

to its location in the External Memory. This highly compacted representation

of a stem is called a Transform. Thus each stem is represented uniquely by

its transform. This device saves storage space and reduces sorting time;

it has no other significance.

G. If in F above not all characters are exhausted, the source

word is considered to be either an adapted word or a Compound word. In

such cases the machine is directed to a subroutine which proceeds as

follows

:

1. The stem is transliterated and its identification tag

is appended, (cf. 1/ )

2. In the residue remaining in F, the first character is

tested for a linking vowel o or e . If it is one of these and a residue

still remains, we consider the treated portion, temporarily, as a Slavic

attribute of a compound word and the still unmatched residue is treated

as another possible Slavic stem.

Since this takes place internally the final decision as

to the correctness of the decomposition rests on two factors

:

a. That the transform is found in the External

Glossary. The routine does not have immediate access to the External

Glossary, In order to curtail expenditure of time and money the External

Qlossary is only consulted after the internal sorting file has been filled.
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b. That the transform is marked as being a possible

element of a compound word. (Most words will not be elements of compound

words.) This marking will resolve many cases of incorrect decomposition of

a source word. It may be noted here that the translation of a word used

as an element of a compound word may be different from its translation

when it is used independently. The word MEMy standing alone is translated

"among/between", but as an attributive element it will have the target

"inter/ --

Illustration

Examples of such occurrences are:

Example 1. BEPETEH00EPA3HEM

a) The ending H$ is removed and stored.

b) The pseudo-prefix B is replaced by a special
character.

c) The pseudo-root EPET is identified.

d) The pseudo-suffix EH is replaced by a single character.

e) Since no further pseudo-suffixes can be identified,
the next character is tested and is found to be the
linking vowel 0

f ) The process is repeated for the residue 0EPA3H •

The machine identifies 0E and PA3 as pseudo-prefixes.
The scheme then enters the special subroutine mentioned
in E, since the remaining character H is identified as

being both a pseudo-root and a pseudo-suffix. The sub-
routine determines that H is a pseudo-suffix since no
other characters remain in the residue. Thus, the base
element in this compound word possesses a null pseudo-
root

.

In this example, both elements will be verified as Slavic by

the Glossary, and the first element will be marked as a possible attribute.
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Example 2.

BUGOKOTErVUIEPATYPHHh

Having temporarily identified; as in the previous

example, the portion BHCOK as a Slavic attribute followed

by the linking element 0 ; we attempt to treat the

residue as if it were also a Slavic stem. The pseudo-

root TEM is found; but no succeeding portion of the

residue can be identified as a pseudo-suffix. Subsequent

search in the Glossary will verify the facts that the first

element of the word should be translated and the second

element transliterated.

3* If a linking vowel does not occur; or if no match can be

found with pseudo-roots and/or pseudo-suffixes; successively diminished

portions of the entire stem are compared once more from left to right

against lists of common Slavic and non-Slavic attributive elements. (See

Appendices III and IV)

If a match is found; the remainder of the word is treated

’ as a new stem.

EXAMPLES ARE:

a. wmxympom-bWL

1) JvEviviy is found in the list of common Slavic
attributes. It will eventually be translated.

2) The remainder of the stem decomposes
into HA“POA-H . The transform will

be found in the External Stem
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Glossary and it too will be translated. The first

attribute will have one of its several targets,

namely "inter", marked as a suitable translation when

appearing in combination with other stems . Similarly,

in the second word, the target "national" will be

thus marked. The entire source word will therefore be

translated as "inter-national"

.

b . AHTHEHOTMK-H

1) AHTH is found in the list of common non-Slavic

attributes. It will be transliterated.

2) The remainder of the stem does not decompose

according to our scheme. It will be transliterated.

The source word will then yield " [antibiotik] -s"

.

c . AHTHB0EHH-L1H

1) AHTH is found in the list of common non-Slavic

attributes. It will be transliterated.

2) The remainder of the stem decomposes into BO-EHH •

The transform will be found in the External Stem

Glossary and it will therefore be translated. The

source word will yield, finally: " £antij military".

4. If astern begins with a non-Slavic attributive element that is

not listed, the above routine is not sufficient. In this case scanning

will begin from right to left in an attempt to identify the base element as

a Slavic ttem. If it succeeds the next character to the left is examined

for a linking vowel. If that be the case the process continues, since the
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word may have more than one attributive element. The identified portion

will be translated. The unidentified portion will be transliterated.
i

An example of such a word is LIEHTPOCTPEMHTEAbHHH.

The routine when scanning from left to right could not identify the

initial portion. Scanning from right to left, however, revealed a true

Slavic word CTPEMHTEJlBHHh preceded by a linking vowel. The identified

portion will be translated while the remainder of the word will be

transliterated

.

As we have indicated above, the seemingly successful decompo-

sition of a stem, or a portion of a stem, is not a proof of its correctness

An example of a false decomposition is the word PEBOJILBEP.

This word would be decomposed into an attributive element PEB followed

by a linking vowel 0
?

another attributive element jjeb with the linking

vowel E and the base element P . In the final search of the Stem

Glossary, no stem P would be found; nor would either of the other stems

be marked as possible attributes. Therefore, the entire stem would appear

transliterated in the Print-out.

In a similar manner the decomposition of HPOTOKOJI would

prove to be incorrect. It would remain transliterated.

5. Whenever scannings of a stem in both directions fail to identify

it as a compound stem, the routine relinquishes its effort at further

precisioh, since it may be assumed that the unidentified stem is one of

the following:
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a. An adapted word.

b. A proper name.

c. A symbolic expression.

d. An error in input.

e. An omission in our Glossary.

An adapted word will be handled in the following manner. The

"international" root and affixes (if any) will be transliterated.

The Russian affixes will be translated.

For example:

TE0PETH4ECKHK

1 . The ending aft is removed and stored.

2. The Russian suffix H4ECK is translated "ICAL".

3. The international root TEOPET is transliterated.

RESULT: [TEORETj - ICAL

The necessary morphological information will be derived

from the suffix and the ending.

Proper names and symbolic expressions (in Cyrillic

characters) of course remain transliterated. Errors in input and

Glossary omissions will be traced by means of their identification tags,

and corrective measures will be applied.



'
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APPENDIX I

List of Pseudo-Endings,

A HE HHM yw

AM HEB mm 1UH

AMH HEM HHX bi

AT HEM
u
H LIE

AX HEW HTE bIM

AH MH A EM

3 Mil M HMH

E HJi J1H biX

E3 HJ1A JIO b

Ero MJIM 0 bTE

EE HJIO OD bW

m HM oro JO

EM HMH OE WT

EMY HT OH 10W

ET HTE OM a

ETE HTb oiviy HM

Ellib MX ow HMH

EW Hill £> Tb HT

H HW y HX

MB HH yT 0 = Null
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APPENDIX II.

LIST OF PSEUDO-PREFIXES

(arranged by length, alphabetically)

B* OE* iiph* AOJiro

0* oc npo* KPHBO
*

C OT* PA3* MHOrO

y* no* PAC nEPBO

X CO* TPE nPHMO

b EE3
*

TPH* PABHO

B3 EEC ZLBOE * PA3H0
__ *
BO BCE* MAJIO CBEPX *

*
BH B03 OEUIE 1UECTH

*
AO BOC QflHO BOCEMH

*
3A BH^ nEPE AEBflTH

H3 *
zmy iiPEn* ZIECHTH

HC HM *
nHTH KPATKO

*
HA HAH CAMO nPABdO

HE *
nca

*
CBOE 4ETHPE

HH *
hpe EJIArO nPOTHBO

* Also in Special Word List
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APPENDIX III

The following additional entries in the Special Word List

not already noted in Appendix II may be elements of compound words.

KOE nan

JMEO nojiy

ME3K nocJE

mm nPESOE

HHOTL TAKH

HHHE TO
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APPENDIX IV

The following non-Slavic prefixes may be elements of compound words

.

ABTO HHTEP MyJIbTH

Arpo HHTPA HHJIb

AHTH KBA3H nCEEflO

A9P0 KHJIO cyE

EHO KOHTP cynEP

FETEPO MAKPO TEJIE

rroo MErA TEPMO

fhiiep ME30 yjIMPA

rano META SOTO

tomo MHKPO 3KBM

H30* MHJUM 3KCTPA

HH$PA MOHO

* This is also a combination of the two Slavic prefixes H3 and 0.
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